
Recursive Surrogate-Modeling forStochastic Search
Description
Model-Based Relative Entropy Stochastic Search (MORE) [1] is a recent policy searchmethod for episodic reinforcement learning tasks such as the optimization of move-ment primitive parameters [2]. It is an information-theoretic black-box optimizerwhich requires no gradient information or anything else besides the function evalu-ations of the objective function. It relies on a local quadratic surrogate model of theobjective which is estimated from samples collected during the optimization process.While MORE achieves state-of-the-art results in terms of the optimization accuracy,estimating accurate local quadratic models is data-intensive and therefore a largebottle-neck.So far, the model has been estimated from scratch in each iteration using a form of(weighted) least squares regression. This procedure, however, neglects that subse-quent models are highly correlated due to the locality of the data. Hence, a moresample e�cient way to estimate the model parameters of the quadratic model is touse recursive estimation approaches such as Kalman filtering. These filtering ap-proaches can, at a later stage of the project, also be replaced with deep neural net-work filters to allow for transferring knowledge between tasks.Tasks
In this thesis, you should• Get familiar with the MORE algorithm and Kalman filtering• Derive a new algorithm connecting them• Learn a dynamical system that can be used for filtering of the model parameters• Test it on existing benchmark functions for optimization and robotics.

Figure 1: Left: Rosenbrock function in 2D with a search distribution centered at blue dot. Middle:Samples from the distribution with colors according to their function value. Right: The resulting model ofthe objective function with the old and a new search distribution (centered at blue dot).
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